Pallet Rack Protectors Comparisons

Mac Rak is the nation's leading pallet rack guard and protection solution company. We have the most extensive offering of protection kits of any pallet rack repair company. This is an overview of all of our rack upright protection product types. If you need any assistance in choosing which application is best, reach out to us at 815-723-7400, or email from the contact page.

Mac Rak Pallet Rack Guard Types

MAX GUARD
Upright protection with one floor anchor for superior protection. 3/8 Steel 4" or 12" high.

MAX GUARD FORCE
Upright protection with two floor anchors for superior protection. 3/8 Steel 4" high.

MAX GUARD SHIELD
Bolted rack column protection on the upright that needs impact and forklift protection.

END ROW GUARDS
End of row guards for the front and rear rack columns with 1/2 steel and multiple floor anchors.

DOCK DOOR GUARDS
Overhead door column protection for both sides of the column.

MAX Guard V-Nose
PROTECTION + WARRANTY

This is a robust 4" high 3/8" steel pallet rack guard. It is solid steel and not cheap plastic. It has superior impact protection from forklift damage because it is independently anchored and not bolted to the rack column. This transfers the impact energy to the floor and not to the column anchors. It is customizable to fit your needs perfectly.

MAX Guard Plus
PROTECTION + WARRANTY

This is a robust 12"-24" high 3/8" steel pallet rack guard and post protector. It is solid steel and not cheap plastic. It has superior impact protection from forklift damage because it is independently anchored and not bolted to the rack column. This transfers the impact energy to the floor and not to the column anchors. It is customizable to fit your needs perfectly.
MAX Guard Force V-Nose

**PROTECTION + WARRANTY**

This steel upright column guard shields the column from impact force with two independent floor anchors and 1/4" inch steel. It provides 20,000 lbs of impact resistance. Try that with plastic or bolt-on column protectors.

MAX Guard Force Non-Protruding

**PROTECTION + WARRANTY**

This steel upright column guard shields the column from impact force with two independent floor anchors, and 1/4" inch steel. It provides 20,000 lbs of impact resistance. Try that with plastic or bolt-on column protectors. The non-protruding version is great for low clearance aisles in your warehouse.

MAX Guard Shield

**PROTECTION + WARRANTY**

This steel pallet frame guard can be bolted on to the racking anywhere you need pallet rack protection in your warehouse. It is made of 1/4" steel and comes in lengths from 12"-24". Great for protection against forklifts damaging your upright columns.

End of Row Guard Round

**PROTECTION + WARRANTY**

These end of aisle guards are made from 1/2" thick structural steel to give maximum protection. They are independently anchored to the ground and protect the front and rear rack columns. This is the best racking corner protector you can get for your warehouse.
End of Row Guard Formed

**PROTECTION + WARRANTY**

These end of row guards are made from 1/2” thick steel to give maximum protection. They are independently anchored to the ground and protect the front and rear rack columns. This is the best racking corner protector you can get for your warehouse. The formed protector gives the best warehouse aisle clearance.

Dock Door Guard

**PROTECTION + WARRANTY**

Door Track Guards protect your valuable all too often abused overhead warehouse door tracks. These heavy gauge guards keep pallets and miscellaneous debris from damaging your tracks resulting in expensive emergency repair bills.